
of employees are most 
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CHALLENGE 
As of 2021, At Home is a home decor superstore that operates 225 stores in 40 states. At Home’s motto, “Biggest selection. 

Best prices. Every day,” reflects the variety of 50,000 everyday low-priced products housed within the average-sized store 

of 110,000 square feet. Anyone can find something they love At Home, no matter their style, room, or budget. 

Despite all of this, At Home struggled to get its Team Members to sign up for benefits. 

According to an employee satisfaction survey conducted by Willis Towers Watson, 78% of employees said they are more 

likely to stay with their employer for their benefits program. MindHandle’s goal is to articulate to Team Members that 

working at At Home is so much more than a job and the benefits they receive are much more than just standard perks.  

INSIGHT 

• 40+% of workers said their company loyalty would increase if their benefit options were customized to their needs 

• 51% of employers say that using benefits to retain employees will become even more important in the next 3 to 5 years 

• The cost of replacing an employee can range from 50% to 400% of their annual salary 

APPROACH 
Team Members needed to understand how At Home’s benefits work and how they could profit from them. To solve this, 

MindHandle designed postcards, facilitator guides, and emails to communicate these perks. 

Before MindHandle, the enrollment process created a dry and inaccurate representation of the At Home culture. Now, Team 

Members are introduced to the At Home benefits in a fun, heartwarming way that reminds them why they chose to work At 

Home in the first place

HIGHLIGHTING A VERY UNIQUE CULTURE
AtHome attracts a different type of employee, which required a different approach
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GOALS 

• Help Team Members understand the available benefits 

• Empower Team Members to make the right benefits choices 

• Increase enrollment in benefits programs 

• Promote how working at At Home is so much more than a job. 

CAMPAIGN 

MindHandle designed a campaign to articulate to Team Members that working at At Home 

is much more than a job... It means you are the heart and soul of the company. Bearing this 

in mind, suddenly, the benefits became much more than just standard perks. 

By focusing on producing a cohesive internal communications and HR campaign targeted 

to a large, distributed workforce, At Home galvanized enthusiastic support around benefits 

sign-up and meaningfully engaged their most valuable asset–employees. All this, during 

pandemic: a critical time for both access to benefits and the need for employee retention. 

RESULTS 

• Reached a greater percentage of employees than prior years’ 

benefits campaigns, thanks to the variety of channels deployed 

• Reinforced emotional connections to the brand among hourly and 

salary employees alike 

• Reminded employees what they love about At Home, and why they 

chose to work there 

• Kept open enrollment top of mind throughout the campaign and 

drove employees to enroll 

STIR EMPLOYEE EMOTIONS
let’s talk employment branding today

jeff@mindhandle.com


